
  

1.  What letter is this? The letter M. This Bible story is from the Gospel of Mark.

2.  It begins at the second chapter and its first verse.

3.  There was a man. He was not able to walk or run,
     For he was paralyzed.
     (move the ”feet” as if walking and so on).

4.  He was able to sit when supported against a wall or a tree.

5.   Or naturally he was able to lay.

6.   He had not only one friend. 7.   Or not only two friends.
8.  Or only three friends. 9.   But he had four friends  -- 

      a lucky man at least in that aspect.
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10.  The friend had heard that Jesus heals the sick and decided to take the sick man to Jesus.
       They carried him on a mat or bed or bar.

11.  Were the roofs of the houses in Israel 
       like this here?  Was their shape like this?

12.   No, they were like this, 
       also even, horizontal. 13.   The friend looked in through a door, but there were 

        a lot of people inside the building listening to Jesus. 
       (Look in through the upper part of the ”door”.)

14.   They looked also through a window.
       (Look through the opening).
      Because of the croud they could not
      get the man to Jesus, as they had thought.
      What to do now?
      

15.  The local houses there had stairs 
       outside the building to the roof.

16.   The friends carried the sick man
         on the mat to the roof.
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17.   They made an opening in the roof above Jesus 
        by digging through it.

19.   The friends lowered down the mat the man was lying on. Move the instrument downwards.
(The vertical parts can be more vertical than in the picture below.)

20.
5 When Jesus saw their faith, he said to the paralyzed man, “Son, your sins are forgiven.”
→ Jesus was happy because of that. (smiling)

Mark 2:5  (NIV)
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18.   Now hold the instrument somewhat horizontally and look down through it.
And say: ”They saw Jesus down in the room.”
Then look up (as Jesus) through it and say: ”Jesus saw a group of
men on the roof throught the opening.” Or formulate the sayings by yourself.



  

24.  He got up, was jumping happy and praised God.
       He took his mat and went to home.
       And the people seeing this praised God and said,
       ”We have never seen anything like this!”

23.  Then the other knee, too.22.  The man began to get up. First one knee. 
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21.

6 Now some teachers of the law were sitting there, thinking to themselves,
7 “Why does this fellow talk like that? He’s blaspheming! Who can forgive sins but God alone?”
→ They were angry – sad look, appearance.
8 Immediately Jesus knew in his spirit that this was what they were thinking in their hearts, 
  and he said to them, “Why are you thinking these things? 
9 Which is easier: to say to this paralyzed man, ‘Your sins are forgiven,’ or to say,
  ‘Get up, take your mat and walk’? 10 But I want you to know that the Son of Man has authority
  on earth to forgive sins.” So he said to the man, 11 “I tell you, get up, take your mat and go home.”
 
Mark 2:6-11  (NIV)



  

The four parts should be on each other in this way, so that they can move freely on the other parts.
You can make the parts of paper board and glue e.g. three pieces together to make it more rigid and 
join then the four parts using craft brads or use wooden 
or similar stiff material and screws (such a type screws that they do not disturb the rotation of the parts). 
The measurement tool of a carpenter can be used for this purpose, too. 
Then you can make more steps in your stairs and half of the shape of the mat, as two examples, 
but it is more difficult to use, because it has more moving parts and you should train better. 
If you make the instrument large enough with long parts, you can put your head in through the ”window”.

Then you can think what other Bible stories you could tell using this instrument.
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craft brad  (it has two ”legs” that can be bent)
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